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REPLACEMENT GF THE HEATING
STEAM P&AWT

1. Current state and modification of INPP heating
facility in the decommissioning period

At present heat and hot water supply to the town,
plant and other consumers is carried out by means
of the district heating facility of INPP. Nominal
power output of INPP district heating facilities from
one power unit makes a total of 230 MW/h of ther-
mal energy, total volume is 460 MW/h of thermal
energy.

When INPP district heating facility is under repair,
there is a standby heating facility for the summer
time. This heating facility was built in 1979 for
steam, heat and hot water provision of the town con-
struction, INPP and building industry area. 3 hot-
water boilers were commissioned at the heating plant
with the total power of 136 t/h of steam. Steam part
is in operation day-and-night for the house loads of
the heating plant, hot-water part is put into opera-
tion either when the district heating facility of INPP
is under repair or in case of outage of both units.
Steam boilers are depreciated: 3 boilers were given
operational pressure limitation from 13 atmospheres
to 10 atmospheres in 1998 by State Technical In-
spection due to the wall thinning of boiler drums.

Thermal energy demand for the heating and hot
water supply makes a total of:

> town -160 MW/h;
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> plant -110 MW/h;

> other enterprises - 23 MW/h.

Change of the open town heating system for the
closed system, which will allow to decrease the op-
erating costs for the heating of the town remains a
promising question in the process of heating facil-
ity replacement.

After unit 1 is shut down reliability of INPP heating
facilities and heating plant for the heating and hot
water supply to the town and plant will decline
greatly, because the thermal power expendable by
the consumers will not decline.

Capability of the heating facility is not enough for
the heating of the town and plant. In case of the ca-
sual unit 2 outage during the winter season, it may
result in defrosting of the plant and town heating
systems, which, in its turn, will result in very severe
outcome.

During the planned outages of unit 2 steam for de-
activation and similar kinds of works will be needed,
which will be impossible to fulfil by means of the
existing heating plant after 2004.

After shut down of INPP unit 2 heat and steam sup-
ply functions for the town and plant should be passed
entirely to the new heating plants designed for such
services.

Refuse-fired plant:

>• Oil-fuel and gas water boilers of container type.
Capacity: 100MW - 2 pieces, 50MW - 2 pieces

> Oil-fuel facilities: oil-fuel pumphouse with the
electric heaters of oil-fuel, drainage trestle of
oil-fuel by electric heaters, tank farm.
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Equipment for water preparation with the ac-
cumulator tanks.

Rainfall purification facilities with communi-
cations.

Steam plant:

^ Oil-fuel-gas steam boilers of container type.
Capacity 20 t/h - 3 pieces.

^ Oil-fuel facilities: oil-fuel pumphouse, drain-
age trestle of oil-fuel, tank farm.

^- Saline facilities

> Equipment for water purification with commu-
nications

2. Technical background

Boiling equipment of industrial and heating boiler
house is obsolete and depreciated. Capacity of wa-
ter boilers is not enough in case of shut down of
both units of INPP. Shortage will be more than 80
MW.

Extension and reconstruction of industrial and heat-
ing boiler house for creation of a heating plant on
its base is impossible due to the occupation of the
precinct. Twice as much extension of the territory is
needed for oil-fuel, accumulator tank and oil-fuel
drainage trestle enlargement, etc.

In May 1999 the design scheme performance check
of steam supply from industrial and heating boiler
house by the consumers of INPP industrial site was
performed. It was specified that steam losses on
condensation along the route IHBH - INPP make a
total of 15 t/h. (copy of the certificate N° 1147-70
PED)
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Yearly losses in case of the existing steam supply
scheme operation from the boiler house make a to-
tal of more than 0,8 MEURO taking into consider-
ation only combusted oil-fuel.

Presumptive operational period of a new steam plant
is 10-20 years.

Decommissioning and commissioning of new steam
boilers is not advisable because during these works
the building will have to be disassembled and then
assembled again.

Mounting of a container type steam plant on the
adjoining to INPP territory will save the money
greatly on construction as well as on operation of a
new steam plant comparing to the reconstruction of
the old boiler house.

3. Estimate of project cost

Estimated cost of the project - 52 MEURO.
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